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Crystal Structures of a Formin Homology-2 Domain
Reveal a Tethered Dimer Architecture

In budding yeast, the Arp2/3 complex is specifically re-
quired for the assembly of actin patches, which are
involved in endocytosis (Kaksonen et al., 2003; Moreau
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et al., 1996; Winter et al., 1997). By contrast, yeast for-1Department of Cancer Biology
mins are specifically required for the assembly of actinDana-Farber Cancer Institute
cables, linear structures that serve as tracks for the44 Binney Street
directional transport of materials necessary for polar-Boston, Massachusetts 02115
ized morphogenesis (Evangelista et al., 2002; Feierbach2 Department of Biological Chemistry and
and Chang, 2001; Sagot et al., 2002a). In mammalianMolecular Pharmacology
cells, the Arp2/3 complex is required for the assemblyHarvard Medical School
of structures such as lamellipodia that contain networksBoston, Massachusetts 02115
of branched actin filaments (Pollard et al., 2000). Mam-3 Department of Biology and
malian formins have been linked to the assembly ofThe Rosenstiel Basic Medical Sciences
linear structures such as actin stress fibers (TominagaResearch Center
et al., 2000; Watanabe et al., 1999). In all eukaryotic cellsBrandeis University
examined, formins are required for cytokinesis and are415 South Street
essential for the assembly of the actin contractile ring,Waltham, Massachusetts 02454
a structure thought to contain antiparallel arrays of linear4 Departments of Pediatric Oncology
actin filaments (Evangelista et al., 2003; Wallar and Al-The Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and
berts, 2003). In addition to their role in actin assembly,Pediatric Hematology
formins are also required to orient some actin cytoskele-The Children’s Hospital
tal structures to polarized membrane sites (EvangelistaHarvard Medical School
et al., 2002; Sagot et al., 2002a).44 Binney Street

Formins are large, multidomain proteins that interactBoston, Massachusetts 02115
with diverse signaling molecules and cytoskeletal pro-
teins (Castrillon and Wasserman, 1994; Evangelista et
al., 2002, 2003; Feierbach and Chang, 2001; Sagot etSummary
al., 2002a; Tominaga et al., 2000; Wallar and Alberts,
2003; Watanabe et al., 1999). The “Diaphanous-related”Formin proteins participate in a wide range of cy-
formins (DRFs) are effectors for Rho-family GTPasestoskeletal processes in all eukaryotes. The defining
(Evangelista et al., 1997; Kohno et al., 1996; Watanabefeature of formins is a highly conserved �400 residue
et al., 1997) and contain an N-terminal GTPase bindingregion, the Formin Homology-2 (FH2) domain, which
domain (GBD), an FH3 region that may be important forhas recently been found to nucleate actin filaments.
localization (Petersen et al., 1998), a proline-rich FH1Here we report crystal structures of the S. cerevesiae
domain, and a characteristic C-terminal FH2 domainBni1p FH2 domain. The mostly �-helical FH2 domain
(Figure 1A). The binding of Rho-GTP is thought to acti-forms a unique “tethered dimer” in which two elon-
vate DRFs by relieving an autoinhibitory interaction be-gated actin binding heads are tied together at either
tween the GBD and a short segment at the C-terminalend by an unusual lasso and linker structure. Biochem-
end of the FH2 domain, the Diaphanous autoinhibitoryical and crystallographic observations indicate that
domain or DAD (Alberts, 2001; Li and Higgs, 2003; Wata-the dimer is stable but flexible, with flexibility between
nabe et al., 1999). In vitro, the FH2 domain of the budding

the two halves of the dimer conferred by the linker
yeast formin Bni1p promotes the nucleation of actin

segments. Although each half of the dimer is compe- filaments (Pring et al., 2003; Pruyne et al., 2002; Sagot
tent to interact with filament ends, the intact dimer is et al., 2002b). The actin monomer binding protein profilin
required for actin nucleation and processive capping. further stimulates actin assembly induced by Bni1 con-
The tethered dimer architecture may allow formins to structs containing both the FH1 and FH2 domains (Sagot
stair-step on the barbed end of an elongating na- et al., 2002b; Moseley et al., 2003). Profilin binds to
scent filament. the proline-rich FH1 domain (Evangelista et al., 1997;

Imamura et al., 1997), which is positioned immediately
Introduction N-terminal to the FH2 domain. The Bni1 FH2 domain

forms a stable dimer, and mutations that disrupt dimer-
Different actin nucleators have recently been linked to ization abolish FH2 domain activity (Moseley et al.,
the assembly of actin structures with distinct architec- 2003). Dimerization might be relevant to the nucleation
tures (Evangelista et al., 2002, 2003; Feierbach and mechanism because kinetic studies suggest that Bni1
Chang, 2001; Pruyne et al., 2002; Sagot et al., 2002a, may induce filament formation by stabilizing an actin
2002b). The Arp2/3 complex nucleates branched fila- dimer (Pring et al., 2003). Although the size of full-length
ments whereas formins nucleate short linear filaments. formin complexes has not been determined, hydrody-

namic studies of formin fragments suggest that formins
form oligomers (Li and Higgs, 2003; Zigmond et al.,*Correspondence: eck@red.dfci.harvard.edu (M.J.E.), David_Pellman@

dfci.harvard.edu (D.P.) 2003).
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Figure 1. Three-Dimensional Structure of the
FH2 Domain Dimmer

(A) Domain organization of Bni1p.
(B) Ribbon diagram showing the overall archi-
tecture of the FH2 dimer. One molecule is
colored using the visible spectrum (from blue
at the N terminus to red at the C terminus), the
second molecule is colored tan. The lasso,
linker, knob, coiled-coil, and post subdo-
mains are labeled, and the approximate di-
mensions of the dimer are indicated. The N
and C termini and selected � helices of one
molecule are labeled. Note the manner in
which the lasso region of each molecule en-
circles a portion of the post subdomain of the
other molecule in the dimer.
(C) Side view of the FH2 domain dimer.
(D) Stereodiagram depicting the fold of the
FH2 domain. Helices are labeled alphabeti-
cally.

Formins appear to promote actin assembly by a 2003; Pruyne et al., 2002; Sagot et al., 2002b; Zigmond
et al., 2003). Initial evidence suggested that formins haveunique molecular mechanism. The Arp2/3 complex caps

the slow growing pointed end of actin filaments and a high affinity interaction with the barbed end (Li and
Higgs, 2003; Pring et al., 2003; Pruyne et al., 2002); thispromotes assembly from the fast growing barbed end

(Pollard et al., 2000). The two actin-related proteins in is further supported by the observation that nanomolar
concentrations of Bni1 or mDia protect the growingthe Arp2/3 complex are hypothesized to contribute di-

rectly to the nucleus from which new filaments are ex- barbed ends of filaments from high concentrations of
capping proteins (Zigmond et al., 2003; Moseley et al.,tended (Robinson et al., 2001). By contrast, the FH2

domains of Bni1 and mDia bind the barbed ends of 2003). The degree of barbed end capping differs for
different formin FH2 domains (Kovar et al., 2003; Li andactin filaments (Li and Higgs, 2003; Moseley et al., 2003;

Pruyne et al., 2002) but nonetheless promote barbed Higgs, 2003; Pring et al., 2003; Pruyne et al., 2002; Zig-
mond et al., 2003). At one extreme is the FH2 domainend actin assembly (Li and Higgs, 2003; Moseley et al.,
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of Cdc12p, a formin required for cytokinesis in fission likely to afford considerable flexibility between the two
halves of the dimer in solution (see below). The two knobyeast, which on its own completely caps the barbed end

of actin filaments and only allows barbed end elongation regions of the dimer extend prominently above the plane
of the parallelogram, giving the molecule a boat-shapedin the presence of profilin (Kovar et al., 2003). At the

other extreme is the mDia FH2 domain that has minimal appearance when viewed from the side (Figure 1C).
The FH2 domain fold is almost entirely � helical (Fig-barbed end capping activity (Li and Higgs, 2003). Fur-

ther, in the presence of profilin, cdc12 prevents the an- ures 1D and 2). The first 51 residues, including helices
�A and �B, form the lasso. Immediately following thenealing of actin filaments (Kovar et al., 2003). Together,

these results suggest that formins persistently associate lasso, helix �C and flanking sequences constitute the
linker segment (residues 1401 to 1417). The knob regionwith the barbed end during filament elongation forming

a processive cap. follows in primary sequence and is composed of eight �
helices that form a compact globular subdomain. AminoTo better understand the mechanism by which for-

mins promote actin assembly, we determined the crystal acid substitutions that are encoded by two temperature-
sensitive BNI1 alleles, Asp1511Asn (Evangelista et al.,structure of the Bni1p FH2 domain. The structure reveals

a tethered dimer architecture consisting of two elon- 2002) and Arg1528Ala (Sagot et al., 2002a), are likely to
destabilize the knob region as they disrupt importantgated actin binding heads connected at either end by

apparently flexible linker segments contributed by each buried electrostatic interactions. The knob subdomain
is tightly integrated with the coiled-coil region via helixsubunit. Proteolytic cleavage within the linkers yields

“hemidimers,” which block the barbed end of actin fila- �K and the RS loop (loops are named for the helices
that they connect). From the knob, the polypeptide chainments but lack the normal nucleation and processive

capping activities of the intact dimer. passes through the coiled-coil (�L) and then forms the
bulk of the post region (including helices �M through
�Q). Helices �R and �S cross to and from the knobResults and Discussion
subdomain, respectively, and contribute the second and
third helices to the triple-helical coiled-coil region. Fi-Structure of the FH2 Domain
nally, the long and kinked C-terminal helix �T completesWe prepared over two dozen FH2 expression constructs
the post subdomain. Searches of the DALI and VASTwith different N- and C-terminal boundaries for crystalli-
structure databases reveal no significant similarity be-zation trials. The protein encoded by construct “Z” (resi-
tween the FH2 domain and other proteins of knowndues 1348–1766 of Bni1p) was functional and yielded
structure (aside from the superficial similarity of thecrystals suitable for structure determination in the pres-
coiled-coil region to other coiled-coil proteins).ence of p-chloromercuribenzene sulfonic acid (PCMBS,

see Experimental Procedures). Analysis of Z and similar
fragments by gel filtration and analytical ultracentrifuga- The Unique Lasso/Post Dimer Interface

The observed head-to-tail mode of dimerization yieldstion revealed that the FH2 domain is a stable dimer
in solution (Moseley et al., 2003). The structure was two identical dimer interfaces—the lasso of each sub-

unit encircles the post region of the other subunit in thedetermined by MAD phasing methods (Table 1). The
final model contains residues 1350–1760 of Bni1p and dimer. The lasso region winds about 1 1/3 turns around

helix �M and the MN loop in the dimer-related subunithas been refined to an R value of 20.7% (R free � 25.1%)
using anisotropic data extending to 2.5 Å along the hex- (Figure 3A). The first 28 residues of the lasso lack regular

secondary structure, and two tryptophan residues inagonal axis and to 3.1 Å in the perpendicular plane.
When viewed from the top, the FH2 dimer forms a this region insert into hydrophobic pockets in the post

(Figure 3B). These tryptophan residues, as well as gly-closed ring in the shape of a parallelogram (Figure 1B).
The FH2 domain can be subdivided into five subdomains cines residues found in each of the receiving pockets

(glycines 1576 and 1588), are among the most highlywith somewhat arbitrary boundaries. These include an
N-terminal “lasso,” a 17 residue “linker” segment, a conserved residues in the FH2 fold (Figure 2). This por-

tion of the lasso also forms an extensive network ofglobular “knob” subdomain, a coiled-coil region, and a
carboxy-terminal “post” subdomain (Figure 1). In the hydrogen bonds with the post region (Figure 3C). The

“G-N-Y/F-M-N” sequence motif that originally definedFH2 domain dimer, the two subunits interact in a head-
to-tail orientation. Dimerization is mediated by the un- the FH2 domain lies within helix �M in the post region

and all of the residues in this motif participate in dimer-usual lasso structure; in a reciprocal manner, the lasso
in each subunit encircles a protuberance on the post ization (residues 1576–1580 in Bni1p). On the opposite

side of the post, helices �A and �B in the lasso pack intosubdomain of the other molecule. The knob, coiled-coil,
and post of one subunit, together with the lasso of the shallow hydrophobic grooves (Figure 3D). Interestingly,

the loop portion of the lasso “closes” upon itself withdimer-related subunit, share a continuous hydrophobic
core and comprise a single structural unit that we refer two backbone-to-backbone hydrogen bonds (flanking

Leu1358 and Ala1400) and with a hydrogen bond be-to hereafter as a “hemidimer.” The two relatively rigid
hemidimers are leashed together by the linker segment tween the sidechain of Glu 1396 and the mainchain am-

ide of His1355 (not shown).of each molecule to form the tethered dimer architec-
ture. The FH2 domain fold appears to be intrinsically The extensive contacts in the lasso/post interface

would be expected to give rise to a very stable dimer.dimeric, as the residues in the lasso/post interface are
highly conserved (Figure 2). The dimer is perfectly sym- The surface area of this interaction is 1895 Å2 (in each

lasso/post interface), thus a total surface area of approx-metric in the crystal, as the two subunits are related by
a crystallographic 2-fold axis, but the linker region is imately 7580 Å2 is buried upon dimerization. Our pre-
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Table 1. X-ray Data, Phasing, and Refinement Statistics

Data Collection Statistics

Z, PCMBS-1 Z, PCMBS-2 Z, SeMet�PCMBS � Z
Crystal
Wavelength (Å) 0.916 0.936 1.0072 1.0093 0.978
Resolution (Å) 2.5 (2.6–2.5) 2.8 (2.9–2.8) 3.0 (3.11–3.0) 3.2 3.3
Number of reflections

Total 154,481 122,568 131,054 107,881 50,090
Unique 49,995 34,466 30,600 24,417 22,747

Completeness (%)a 94.5(90.0) 90.4(89.3) 99.3(96.1) 97.9(94.0) 82(61)
I/� 12.9(1.7) 9.0(2.5) 16.4(1.9) 12.8(2.2) 12.5(4.5)
Rmerge (%)b 8.7(45.8) (8.3)(41.3) 9.7(37.4) 9.8(30.8) 5.8(14.3)

Phasing Statistics

Mercury sites 2 2 2 2
SeMet sites 7 7
Cullis_R_anomalousc 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.94
Figure of merit3 0.29/0.85 (MLPHARE/CNS)

Refinement Statistics

Resolution (Å) 30–2.5 30-3.3
Reflectionsd 34,619 22,588
Number of protein atoms 3,335 6669
Number of waters 33 0
Number of other atomse 12 0
Rcryst/Rfree (%)f 20.7/25.1 23.4/28.8
Average B-factor 70.7 67.3
Bond lengths (Å) 0.007 0.008
Bond angles (�) 1.21 1.37

We also collected a three-wavelength selenomethionine MAD experiment, but these data are not shown here as they did not significantly
improve phasing.
a Values in parentheses correspond to highest resolution shell.
b Rmerge � �hkl|Ihkl � 	Ihkl
|/�hkl Ihkl, where Ihkl is the measured intensity of the reflections with indices hkl.
c To the resolution 3.3 Å. Cullis_R_anomalous and figure of merit were calculated for the acentric reflections in MLPHARE. The phase information
was then imported to CNS for density improvement.
d An ellipsoid reflection cutoff has been used to filter the data (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures online).
e Includes one PCMBS molecule and one additional mercury atom.
f R values were calculated with data F 
 0�.

vious analysis of the Bni1p FH2 domain by analytical Identification of Likely Sites of Actin Binding
To define possible sites of interaction with actin, weultracentrifugation showed that the sedimentation equi-

librium data were best fit by a single molecular species studied the conservation of amino acid sidechains on
the surface of the FH2 domain. Highly conserved resi-of �93,000 g/mol as expected for a stable dimer. In

order to further assess the stability of the dimer, we dues that are solvent exposed and not required for the
structural integrity of the domain are likely to play impor-mixed FH2 domain homodimers of differing electropho-

retic mobilities and analyzed the mixture by native gel tant functional roles. We compared the sequences of
the 56 FH2 domains aligned in the Pfam database (Bate-electrophoresis. Significant dissociation and rebinding

would be expected to lead to formation of a hetero- man et al., 2002) of protein domains and mapped the
rate of evolutionary variation (Pupko et al., 2002) of eachdimeric species of intermediate electrophoretic mobil-

ity. No such band appears over the course of 11 days residue onto the surface of the Bni1 FH2 domain (Figures
4A and 4B). In contrast to the relatively featureless un-(Supplemental Figure S2 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/

content/full/116/5/711/DC1). We conclude that the FH2 derside of the domain, the top surface reveals two clus-
ters of highly conserved residues on each molecule indimer is stable and has an extremely slow off rate. Addi-

tionally, the dimeric form of the FH2 domain appears to the dimer. One conserved surface patch is on the knob
subdomain and is formed by the exposed surface ofbe required for actin nucleation. We have previously

demonstrated that alanine substitutions of the two tryp- helix �D. In particular, isoleucine 1431 is highly con-
served, even though it is completely solvent exposed.tophan residues in the lasso destabilizes the dimer and

abrogates actin assembly and that truncation of resi- The second conserved patch lies at the opposite end
of the hemidimer and is formed by residues in the postdues 1348–1407 of construct Z (corresponding to the

lasso and part of the linker) yields an inactive, mono- subdomain together with the lasso of the other subunit.
This second surface is irregular and includes many ofmeric protein (Moseley et al., 2003). These observations,

together with the high degree of conservation of the the residues that stabilize the dimer. However, the side-
chains of some of the conserved residues are not impor-dimer interface, indicate that the reciprocal lasso/post

mode of dimerization we observe here is required for tant for dimerization and may be conserved because
they are required for actin binding per se. For example,formin function and is likely to pertain to most, if not all

formin proteins. Lysine 1601 in the post region is very highly conserved
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Figure 2. Sequence Alignment and Secondary Structure of the FH2 Domain

Aligned sequences are from S. cerevisiae Bni1p and Bnr1p, S. pombe Cdc12p, human diaphanous protein 1 (Dia1), mouse Dia3, and the
Drosophila diaphanous (Dia) proteins. Secondary structure elements are shown above the sequences, with cylinders representing helices and
thin lines indicating nonhelical structured regions. Helices are colored as in Figure 1; the structure is all � helical except for helices N and P,
which have a 310 pitch. Bni1p residues are numbered every 50 amino acids. Residues in the lasso/post dimer interface are indicated by red
circles, those in the interface between the knob and helix �T of the second molecule are indicated by black circles. The light blue line indicates
the linker. Red triangles indicate locations of point mutations studied here. Based on rate of evolutionary variation, highly conserved residues
are marked with magenta shading and the most highly conserved are shown in white text on dark magenta (see also Figure 4). Note that
many of the most highly conserved residues in the FH2 domain are found in the lasso/post dimer interface, indicating that the dimeric nature
of the FH2 domain is conserved throughout phylogeny and among diverse formin proteins.

but participates in dimer formation only through its main- alanine or of Lys1601 with aspartic acid completely abol-
ished the actin nucleating activity of the FH2 domain.chain atoms. Structurally, this position should accom-

modate any charged or polar residue. In addition, these substitutions eliminate the ability of
the FH2 domain to slow elongation and to protect theTo assess the importance of these two conserved

surfaces in actin nucleation, we introduced point muta- barbed end from heterodimeric capping protein (Sup-
plemental Figure S3 on the Cell website). Mutation oftions at positions 1431 and 1601 and tested the activity

of the mutant and wild-type FH2 domains in an actin several conserved residues remote from these patches
had no effect, or only a modest effect, on actin assemblyassembly assay (Figure 4C). Substitution of Ile1431 with
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Figure 3. Extensive Interactions in the
Lasso/Post Interface Stabilize the FH2 Dimer

(A) The 2Fo-Fc electron density map (cyan
mesh) is contoured at 1.2� in the region of the
lasso (yellow stick model). The post region
of the dimer-related molecule is shown as a
tan surface.
(B) Conserved tryptophan residues 1363 and
1374 insert into hydrophobic pockets in the
post.
(C and D) Stereo views of the lasso/post di-
mer interface, emphasizing some of the ex-
tensive hydrogen bond and hydrophobic in-
teractions that stabilize the dimer. The prime
symbol (�) denotes residues in the dimer-
related molecule. (C) Residues 1360–1366 in
the lasso are shown as a stick model (yellow)
with the interacting region of the second mol-
ecule shown as a tan ribbon with green side-
chains. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dot-
ted yellow lines. (D) On the opposite side of
the lasso/post interface, helices �A and �B in
the lasso (blue ribbon with yellow sidechains)
pack with helices �M� and �O� in the post (tan
and green). Note the extensive hydrophobic
core stabilizing the interaction.

(Figure 4C). We conclude that the conserved surface function. However, the structure suggests that in solu-
patches on the upper surface of each hemidimer tion the two sides of the dimmer—the hemidimers—are
(marked by Ile1431 and Lys1601) are crucial for actin very unlikely to be constrained in the 2-fold symmetric
nucleation and barbed end capping, and that it is most orientation we observe in the crystal structure. Rather,
likely this surface that contacts the actin filament. they are likely to be mobile with respect to one another,

restrained only by the apparently flexible 17 residue
linker segments that join them. A number of experimen-The FH2 Domain Is a Flexible Dimer
tal observations support this interpretation. In the crystalWhat significance should be attached to the specific
structure, the linker segment is poorly ordered, with anorientation of the two halves of the dimer that we ob-
overall temperature factor of over 100 Å2 (as comparedserve in the crystal structure of construct Z? Because
with 71 Å2 for the structure as a whole). Limited proteoly-molecules must pack together to form a stable crystal
sis experiments reveal that the linker is readily cleavedlattice, it is important to ask whether the contacts that
by both chymotrypsin and trypsin within helix �C (Sup-stabilize the particular 2-fold symmetric orientation are
plemental Figure S4A on the Cell website). These sitesfunctionally relevant, or alternatively, whether they arise
would not be expected to be accessible to proteases ifsolely from crystal packing. As described above, the
maintained in a stable helical conformation. Additionally,highly conserved lasso/post interface drives dimeriza-

tion in solution and is clearly required for FH2 domain the linker region bears hallmarks of a disordered poly-
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Figure 4. Conserved Surfaces on the Knob
and Lasso/Post Regions Are Required for Ac-
tin Nucleation

(A) Views of the top (left panel) and bottom
(right panel) surfaces of the FH2 dimer, col-
ored by sequence conservation. The rate of
evolutionary variation among 56 FH2 domain
sequences (Pupko et al., 2002) was used to
shade the molecular surface of the Bni1 FH2
domain in a gradient from dark teal (most
variable residues) to white to dark magenta
(most highly conserved residues). The upper
surface of each hemidimer (left) reveals two
conserved surface patches (circled). The
arrow indicates the angle of view in (B), and
the horizontal line indicates the approximate
division of the dimer into hemidimers.
(B) Oblique view of the FH2 surface, high-
lighting the conserved surfaces around
Ile1431 and Lys1601 that may represent sites
of interaction with actin. As shown in (C),
point mutations in either of these residues
eliminate actin nucleation.
(C) Actin polymerization assay with wild-type
and mutant Bni1p FH2 domain proteins. Four
micromoles actin was assembled in the pres-
ence of 1 �M wild-type or mutant FH2 con-
struct Z as indicated. The wild-type FH2 do-
main (green curve) reduces the lag phase and
accelerates assembly as expected for an ac-
tin nucleator, but the I1431A and K1601D mu-
tants have no effect. In contrast, “control”
mutations in residues remote from the pro-
posed actin binding surfaces (K1639D) or on
the poorly conserved underside of the FH2
domain (D1629A, K1694A, and R1755A) have
wild-type or near wild-type activity.

peptide segment; it is rich in charged and hydrophilic tact and the linker segment were disrupted by deletions
(constructs P and �Z, respectively). In construct P, theresidues and its sequence and length are divergent

among FH2 domains (Figures 2 and 4B). Apart from the ten C-terminal residues of �T are not present (construct
P includes residues 1348 to 1750 of Bni1p and waslinker, the only contact that might constrain the hemi-

dimers is formed by helix �T. The C-terminal turns of referred to as FH2(core) in Moseley et al., 2003). �Z is
a variant of construct Z in which the linker is shortened�T make a glancing contact with the knob region of the

neighboring subunit, but the residues involved are not by four amino acids. While construct �Z retains approxi-
mately half the activity of the wild-type protein, constructconserved (Figures 2 and 5A).

To directly determine whether the observed 2-fold P is more that 2-fold more active than Z (Figure 6).
The reason for the differences in activity among thesesymmetric arrangement of subunits in the formin dimer

is required for function, we tested the actin assembly constructs is unclear, but notably, both constructs retain
activity in spite of deletions that perturb the contactsactivity of formin constructs in which the �T/knob con-
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Figure 5. Comparison of the Two Bni1p FH2
Domain Crystal Structures

The structure of construct Z (A) is shown be-
side that of �Z (B). For both, an “end” view
is shown below the top view. The subunits
are colored as in Figure 1, and residues
Ile1431 (on the knob) and Lys1601 (on the
post) are shown in purple to mark the putative
actin binding sites. Note that in the �Z struc-
ture, the tan subunit packs on the opposite
side of the rainbow-colored subunit. In the
end views, the rainbow subunits are pre-
sented in an identical orientation to highlight
the difference in the position of the tan sub-
unit. In the end view in (A), the chymotrypsin
and trypsin cleavage sites in the linker seg-
ment are marked with red and blue arrows,
respectively, and the C-terminal extent of
construct P is indicated (residue 1750).

that define the orientation of the hemidimers. Further- tion in the �Z structure represents a low activity confor-
mation induced by the linker deletion, as compared withmore, a Bni1p construct that terminates at residue 1750

is able to complement a temperature-sensitive allele of the high activity conformation of wild-type Z, this seems
exceedingly unlikely. In the Z crystal structure, all fourBNI1 in vivo (Sagot et al., 2002b). These experiments

show that the two structural features that define the putative actin binding patches lie on the same surface
of the dimer and could plausibly be accessible for inter-relative orientation of the hemidimers in the crystal

structure, �T/knob contact and the precise conforma- action with actin. In contrast, in the �Z structure, the
conserved surface surrounding Lys1601 is largely ob-tion of the linker, are both dispensable for actin as-

sembly. scured in the interface between the hemidimers and
could not interact with actin. How do both Z and �ZFinally, we sought to obtain additional crystal forms

that might reveal different relative orientations of the assemble actin despite the very different geometry of
their putative actin binding surfaces? Flexibility in thehemidimers. We reasoned that observing an alternative

relative orientation would directly prove the flexibility of linker provides an obvious solution to this conundrum.
Based upon the fact that Z and �Z are both active inthe FH2 dimer. We were unable to obtain a second

crystal form with constructs Z or P, but we were able spite of their very different subunit orientations, and
upon the considerable evidence for flexibility in the linkerto crystallize and determine the structure of �Z. The

packing of the �Z crystals is unrelated to that of the Z outlined above, we conclude that the FH2 domain is a
flexibly tethered dimer.crystals (Supplemental Figure S5 online). As expected,

the �Z crystals reveal an essentially identical hemidimer
structure, including the lasso/post interface (the Z and The FH2 Domain Is Bivalent: Hemidimers Block

Barbed End Elongation�Z hemidimers superimpose with an RMSD of 0.89 Å
for �-carbon atoms). In contrast, the relative orientation Why must the FH2 domain dimerize in order to function

properly? As described above, surface conservationof the hemidimers is markedly different in the two struc-
tures (Figure 5). The two subunits are again lashed to- and our mutagenesis studies show that the lasso/post

interface is one likely site of interaction with actin. Thus,gether head-to-tail by the lasso and are related by crys-
tallographic 2-fold symmetry, but they interact in a “back dimerization may be required to form this composite

actin binding surface. Second, the FH2 domain mayto back” manner as compared with the “face to face”
orientation in the Z crystals. Essentially, one hemidimer need to be “bivalent” in order to bind and/or assemble

actin—that is, it may require two actin binding headsis rotated by �70� and translated to the opposite side
of the other hemidimer. This dramatically different con- rather than one. Alternatively, it is possible that the intact

FH2 dimer comprises a single actin binding head. Ourformation is accommodated by rearrangement of the
linker. previous studies of monomeric FH2 construct T (termed

construct FH2� in Moseley et al., 2003) does not allowWhile it is formally possible that the subunit orienta-
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Figure 6. Actin Assembly and Elongation Ac-
tivities of Bni1p FH2 Dimers and Hemidimers

(A–D) Effects on the rate of actin assembly
kinetics of Bni1 constructs P (panel A), Z
(panel B), and �Z (panel C) at a range of con-
centrations (100 nM to 2 �M). In (D), the rate
of assembly during the early phase of actin
polymerization is plotted for each construct
as a function of FH2 construct concentration.
Although these constructs show nanomolar
potency in actin assembly (�200 nM for con-
struct Z), they appear to be relatively ineffi-
cient nucleators. For example, we calculate
that with 250 nM construct Z, the concentra-
tion of barbed ends is approximately 0.28 nM,
or approximately 2 new barbed ends per
thousand Z dimers (calculation assumes that
the presence of the formin slows the rate of
elongation by 50%). Other formin constructs
appear to nucleate more efficiently (Li and
Higgs, 2003; Moseley et al., 2003; Zigmond
et al., 2003).
(E) Effects of hemidimer and uncleaved
thrombin-Z dimer on actin assembly kinetics.
(F) Effects of hemidimer and uncleaved
thrombin-Z dimer on the rate of disassembly
of pre-formed actin filaments. Ten micromo-
lar filamentous actin was diluted to 0.5 �M in
the presence of the indicated concentrations
of hemidimer, uncleaved thrombin-Z dimer,
or yeast capping protein.
(G and H) Effects of hemidimer and construct
T on the rate of elongation at the barbed ends
of pre-existing filaments. Monomeric actin
(0.5 �M, 10% pyrene-labeled) was polymer-
ized at the barbed ends of mechanically
sheared actin filament seeds (333 nM) in the
presence of the indicated concentrations of
hemidimer. In (H), the rates of filament elon-
gation are plotted as a function of hemidimer
concentration; rates were calculated from (G)
as in Moseley et al. (2003).

us to discriminate between these possibilities because within the linker, both also cleave at additional sites
upon extended incubation or at higher stoichiometriesthis construct lacks an intact lasso/post interface. In

order to further dissect the role of dimerization, we (Supplemental Figure S4A online). Therefore, to facilitate
purification of homogeneous hemidimers, we engi-sought to prepare and characterize hemidimers.

Based on the structure, we hypothesized that proteo- neered a thrombin cleavage site in the linker. Compari-
son of the uncleaved thrombin-Z construct with wild-lytic cleavage in the linker segments would yield hemi-

dimers; i.e., the knob-coiled-coil-post fragment of one type Z revealed indistinguishable activity in an actin
assembly assay (Figure 6E and data not shown). Further-subunit stably complexed with the cleaved lasso-linker

fragment derived from the second subunit. Although more, this construct forms dimers as expected (Supple-
mental Figure S4B). SDS-PAGE analysis of the thrombin-trypsin and chymotrypsin readily cleave the FH2 domain
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Figure 7. A Speculative Model Showing How the Tethered Dimer Architecture of the FH2 Domain Could Allow Stair-Stepping on the Elongating
Barbed End of F-Actin

(A) Orthogonal views of the FH2 dimer positioned below the barbed end of a five-subunit actin filament. The FH2 domain is shown with one
subunit colored blue and the other tan and is oriented so that the conserved top surface faces the barbed end of the filament.
(B) Schematic illustration showing how the FH2 domain might stair-step on the barbed end. Actin subunits are represented by colored ovals;
the two halves of the formin dimer are colored as in (A). Alternating dissociation, displacement, and rebinding of one half of the formin dimer
could allow elongation by addition of actin monomers to the barbed end of the filament.

Z protein after digestion with thrombin revealed two of capping protein (Supplemental Figure S6). Construct
T (the monomeric knob-coiled-coil-post construct inbands that migrated with the apparent molecular

weights expected for the lasso-linker and knob-coiled- which the lasso is deleted) shows no inhibition of assem-
bly with concentrations up to 1 �M (Figure 6G). The lackcoil-post fragments (Supplemental Figure S4B). These

two polypeptides copurified through consecutive anion- of activity of T, as compared with the potent inhibition
observed with the hemidimer, shows that an intactexchange and gel-filtration chromatography, indicating

that they are stably associated as predicted. Further- lasso/post interface is required for interaction with actin.
Inhibition of elongation by hemidimer must stem frommore, the complex eluted from the gel-filtration column

at the volume expected for a �48 kDa protein, confirm- barbed end binding, rather than sequestration of actin
monomers, because hemidimers also inhibit disassem-ing that the two hemidimers do indeed dissociate upon

cleavage of the linker (Supplemental Figure S4B). bly of actin filaments (Figure 6F). Additionally, we find
no evidence that hemidimer can bind actin monomersWhile the uncleaved thrombin-Z construct exhibits

actin assembly activity characteristic of wild-type Z, the in native-PAGE or nucleotide exchange assays (data not
shown). In summary, these experiments show that (1)hemidimer is defective in actin assembly (Figure 6E). At

concentrations at or below 1 �m, hemidimer decreases the hemidimer is competent to bind actin filaments but
it completely blocks elongation, rather than acting as athe rate of actin assembly as compared with that ob-

served for actin alone. At very high concentrations of processive cap, (2) the lasso is required in trans (from
the opposite subunit in the dimer) to complete the actinhemidimer (2.5 and 5 �m), a modest increase in assem-

bly is observed. The assembly reactions carried out in binding surface of each hemidimer, (3) normal nucle-
ation and processive capping require the intact FH2the presence of hemidimer proceed with markedly dif-

ferent kinetics than the dimer-nucleated reactions, and dimer. Thus, from a functional perspective, the FH2
“tethered dimer” architecture consists of two actin bind-they plateau at a lower level. These features could be

explained by inhibition of barbed end elongation, to- ing heads connected by flexible linkers at either end.
While one head (hemidimer) is sufficient to bind F-actin,gether with weak nucleation and ensuing elongation

from the pointed end, and would be expected of a the nucleation and processive capping activities of the
formin depend upon the stable connection of the twobarbed end capping protein. Thus we further character-

ized hemidimers by testing their activity in barbed end binding heads in the tethered dimer.
capping assays.

Capping proteins inhibit both assembly and disas- Mechanistic Implications of the Tethered Dimer
Note that the function of the FH2 domain as a processivesembly of actin filaments. As shown in Figure 6G, hemi-

dimers inhibit elongation from preformed actin seeds. cap is not yet rigorously established and thus remains a
working model. Experiments showing that FH2 domainsMicromolar concentrations of hemidimer completely

block elongation, and half-maximal inhibition of elonga- protect elongating barbed ends from heterodimeric cap-
ping protein and partially, but not completely, cap thetion is achieved with concentrations of approximately

175 nM hemidimer (Figure 6H). In contrast, the un- barbed end support this hypothesis, but more conclu-
sive tests are needed. Nevertheless, it is important tocleaved thrombin-Z dimer acts as a processive cap as

expected, only modestly slowing elongation and pro- consider how the structure of the FH2 domain might
relate to this hypothesized function, and how the struc-tecting growing barbed ends from high concentrations
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ture can facilitate further biophysical and biochemical low affinity is consistent with the requirement for rapid
investigations of FH2 function. dissociation of the weak binding head in order to allow

The dimensions of the FH2 domain are appropriate monomer addition at a rate of 
100 monomers/s as
for interaction with the barbed end (Figure 7A). The two observed for elongation of actin cables in yeast (Yang
actin subunits at the barbed end of F-actin are related and Pon, 2002).
by pseudo 21 helical symmetry; they are related by a The mode of formin interaction with actin during nu-
rotation of 166� and a translation of 27.5 Å along the cleation might or might not be equivalent to its mode
filament axis (Lorenz et al., 1993). As demonstrated of interaction during elongation. The inherently bivalent
above, each half of the dimer is expected to be compe- FH2 dimer could promote nucleation by stabilizing a
tent to bind actin. The antiparallel orientation of the two two-protomer nucleus for actin polymerization. This
binding heads, together with sufficient flexibility be- could occur with each hemidimer contacting primarily
tween them, could allow each to make similar interac- one actin subunit, or with one or both bridging between
tions at the barbed end. Modeling of the FH2 structure actin subunits. The fact that hemidimers and intact di-
on the barbed end of the actin filament demonstrates mers bind filament ends with considerably higher affinity
that the 17 residue linker, if flexible, could provide a than G-actin suggests that they must either recognize
tether of sufficient length to span the 27.5 Å offset and a site within an actin subunit that is unique to the F-actin
allow the two sides of the FH2 dimer to interact in a conformation or recognize an epitope that spans be-
similar manner with the two subunits at the barbed end tween subunits (or both). Thus, binding of hemidimers
of F-actin (data not shown). Furthermore, the tethered would be expected to stabilize an F-actin conformation
dimer architecture of the FH2 domain could allow for- and to at least weakly promote nucleation. Our observa-
mins to maintain a stable association with the elongating tion that the intact dimer is at least two orders of magni-
barbed end of a filament (Figure 7B). One side of the tude more potent than the hemidimer in nucleation
FH2 dimer could dissociate to promote incorporation assays indicates that the integrity of the tethered dimer
of an additional actin monomer while the other side is also critical for proper nucleation activity.
remained bound. Alternating dissociation of each half The suitability of the tethered dimer architecture for
of the FH2 dimer, in a “stair stepping” fashion, would the proposed role of formins is striking. It appears to be
thereby allow the formin molecule to processively “ride” precisely that required for the stair-stepping mechanism
the elongating barbed end of an actin filament. suggested by recent biochemical observations that for-

The stair-stepping mechanism implies anticooperativ- mins persistently cap the barbed end of growing actin
ity in the two actin binding heads; i.e., relatively high filaments (Moseley et al., 2003; Zigmond et al., 2003).
affinity binding of one head and weak binding of the Our structural and biochemical data provide compelling
second head, with these affinities rapidly reversed upon evidence that the relative orientation of the two hemi-
incorporation of an additional actin subunit. From a dimers is not rigidly defined; i.e., that the FH2 domain is
structural perspective, anticooperativity would not be a flexibly tethered dimer. However, they do not explicitly
surprising because the two subunits at the barbed end address the question of whether this flexibility is re-
(one protruding and one recessed) have very different quired for function, nor whether it serves to allow the
local environments and could differ significantly in con- dimer to span the offset at the barbed end as we hypoth-
formation and/or steric availability to bind to the FH2 esize (Figure 7B). The structure will stimulate further
domain. Furthermore, these environments “switch” experiments that address these and other mechanis-
upon incorporation of an additional subunit (See Figure tic questions.
7A, addition of an actin subunit at the barbed end makes
the magenta subunit precisely equivalent to the green Experimental Procedures
subunit prior to the addition. Similarly, the newly added

Protein Expression, Purification, and Crystallizationsubunit is equivalent to the magenta subunit before ad-
Construct Z (residues 1348–1766 of the Bni1p FH2 domain) wasdition). Because the presence of a formin dimer only
expressed as a Glutathione S-transferase fusion with a tobaccomodestly slows filament elongation or depolymerization
etch virus (TEV) protease site. The fusion protein was purified onin vitro (Pruyne et al., 2002; Sagot et al., 2002b; Moseley Glutathione Sepharose 4B, eluted with free glutathione, cleaved

et al., 2003; Pring et al., 2003; Li and Higgs, 2003), the with TEV protease, and the free FH2 domain was further purified by
“weak” side must have a rapid off rate and any confor- Mono-Q anion exchange chromatography. The protein was main-
mational rearrangements must occur on the same time tained in storage buffer containing 200 mM NaCl and 20 mM Hepes,

pH 7.5. Point mutations studied here were introduced using thescale as monomer addition. We have not explicitly mea-
Quikchange procedure (Stratagene). Construct P was also ex-sured the affinity of the Bni1p hemidimer for actin fila-
pressed as a GST-fusion with a TEV cleavage site, but the cleavedments, but we observe half-maximal inhibition of elonga-
protein includes residues 1348–1750 of Bni1p plus a C-terminal

tion with �200 nM hemidimer. The intact dimer is 6-His tag. Construct �Z was identical to Z, except that residues
reported to bind the barbed end with an apparent kd of 1411–1416 were deleted and replaced with two residues (Glu-Phe)
7–20 nM (Moseley et al., 2003; Pring et al., 2003), one introduced by the mutagenesis procedure. Both P and �Z proteins
or two orders of magnitude more tightly than hemidimer. were purified as described for Z. Further details are included in the

Supplemental Data.Therefore, if the affinity we observe with the hemidimer
For crystallization, the Z protein was concentrated to 8 mg/ml inis representative of the high affinity “strong” side of the

storage buffer and p-chloromercuribenzenesulfonic acid (PCMBS)dimer, then the “weak” side of the dimer would only
was added to 2.5 mM. Crystals were obtained at 20�C in hanging

need to bind with a kd � �10 mM to produce the low drops using 16% ethylene glycol as a precipitant. The crystals be-
nanomolar affinity observed for the intact dimer (assum- long to hexagonal space group P6122 with unit cell dimensions of
ing simple additive affinities of the two sides of the a � b � 101.4 Å, c � 265.7 Å. The asymmetric unit contains a single

FH2 polypeptide chain. The �Z protein was crystallized in hangingdimer, kd � [200  10�9][10  10�3]M � 2 nM). This
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